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The food technician who stole christmas

It is a glorious Christmas Day, the sun has been shining in a clear blue sky all

afternoon and I am feeling the heat as I walk up the steep slope of McDonald

Crescent, past the backpackers, around the corner, over the final hump and up

the front steps of what I hope is the right house. All the houses in the street have

a tendency to look the same and when you haven't been somewhere for six

months, the mind plays tricks. Ah yes, here we are at last. Right house; first

attempt. I've been looking forward to this all week.

Tony rang me at work on Tuesday.

"We're having a barbecue 'round at the flat again this year," he said, almost as an

afterthought, after ten minutes of small talk and babbling about some low budget

flick showing at the Paramount that he thought I should go and see.

"You're going over to your folk's again this year?"

"Yes, indeed," I replied with a heavy sigh. "God knows what's happening, We

may even be coming into town for some kind of festive lunch or something. But

whatever they have in store for me, it should be over by mid-afternoon. Four at

the latest."

"Well pop over if you can make it," he said. "Any time after three."

"What do you want me to bring?"

"Just yourself."

Reverse psychology at its best, I thought.

"Sounds good," I told him. "I'll be there. It's as if I'm there scoffing all your

sausages and drinking your fridge dry already."
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He laughed and hung up.

Brilliant, I thought as I put down the phone. What better way to round off a

gruelling Christmas Day with the family than food, drinks and a bit of relaxation

with friends. I thought about my Christmas schedule. Lunch and family duties at

the Parents, a few drinks afterwards then scoot back into town, should be all

systems go, no problems.

Which was exactly what happened, more or less, and after a quick trip home to

change into casual clothes and pick up food, booze and other goodies, I'm here

and looking forward to catching up with the guys, scoffing myself stupid,

drinking excessively and all of us basically collapsing in a heap and basking in

the shared relief of having completed our family duties for the day.

I puff up the steps past the sleepout built onto the side of the house where Tony

has his sleeping  and studying quarters and which he affectionately refers to as

"The Fridge". The main entrance at the side of the house is open, and I say a

hopeful "eeh up" to announce my presence as I stick my head 'round the

doorframe.

Jackie and Lisa are in the kitchen, making salad and guzzling fume blanc from

oversized glasses. They erupt with exaggerated glee when they see me. Lisa

meets me with arms outstretched and a big smile on her face.

"Hey, big guy," she says, "Merry Christmas," and gives me a big hug, then plants

a big wet kiss on my cheek.
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"I haven't seen you for ages," she says, friendly but slightly disapproving.

Not true, I think. Wasn't there thingy's party in September? And didn't I see her

in town and had drinks and played pool with her the month before that?

She's still hugging me and Jackie's starting to look embarrassed, so I say, "Where

do you want this?",  to her over Lisa's shoulder indicating the  bottle of Pol Roger

champagne that's in my left hand.

"Crack it open," she says enthusiastically. But I'm not feeling like over the top

celebrations just yet.

"No, save it for later," says Lisa as she disengages, "give it here."

She takes it from me and wedges it into the fridge between tinfoil covered plates

and bottles of beer and wine.

"You guys have obviously had a good year then," says Jackie as I give her a hug

and Lisa pours me a glass of fume blanc.

Yeah, well. You could call it that I suppose. More from the point of view of the

organisation itself than the people in it, I muse somewhat bitterly. The

champagne had been given out to all staff on the afternoon of Christmas Eve by

our Managing Director, along with a box of chocolates which now languishes in

my parents liquor cabinet and a company tie that was flung unceremoniously

into the far reaches of the back of my wardrobe, never to resurface, as recognition

of the fine work performed by his many employees with their varying levels of

skill, whose luck in riding out the many whims and fluctuations of the markets

has this year resulted in an above average return for the organisation. That, I

supposed, amounted to a good year in some people's eyes.
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I look furtively through the kitchen window at the various people gathered

outside as I unload food from my backpack, answering Jackie's enquiries

regarding the antics of friends we have in common. Lisa oohs and aahs over the

provisions as they appear, putting potato salad to one side and storing marinated

garlic steaks in the fridge. Two Kilo packs of frozen prawns, carefully wrapped

in tin foil are jammed with difficulty into the freezer compatment.

"You have been busy," Lisa says approvingly as she contemplates a crumpled

ball of tinfoil at the bottom of the rucksack lying next to a tub of semi-soft butter.

"Hey, as long as it all gets eaten," I say. "And that's a bulb of garlic before you

ask. For the garlic butter that will be brushed lovingly over the prawns as they

gently cook."

"Glutton Boy thinks of everything," says Jackie as she takes another sip from her

glass.

From what I can see from the kitchen there are various people sitting outside in

the confined space of the back garden which is a sort of concrete layer cake affair

with retaining walls that have room for plants and flowers with bench seats and

terracotta pots dotted about with a barbecue area set against the wooden back

fence, stained a mildew green with the real thing encroaching around its edges.

"Go out and say hi to all the guys," says Jackie.

I hesitate.

From what I can make out

It's not that I know these people all that well, either; for the most part they are

friends of friends. There are only two guys, Tony and Chris that I've known for
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more than a couple of years. And they must feel the same towards me: I'm just

one of Chris' friends, that has hung around often enough for them to get to

know. But for some reason, however weakly bound by friendship we are, we all

feel comfortable in each other's presence. There is no history really between any

of us, well, not for the most part, and we needn't go into that now.

There is evidently no-one in the main part of the house and as I stand in the

lounge area clutching my gifts and belongings, I can see through the kitchen

window that various bodies are sat and stretched out in the garden, holding

drinks and snacks, whilst the occasional overhead thud, too big to be seagulls,

suggests that there are still more taking advantage of the easy access to the

corrugated iron roof above the dining room in order to bask in  what is left of the

afternoon sun.

I go through to the kitchen, shove the champagne in the fridge along with the

marinated steaks and white wine i've brought along, toss the kilo of frozen

prawns carefully wrapped in tinfoil into the freezer compartment, place the bag

containing a bulb of garlic and a small tub of butter on the banch out of the sun

and wander out to the back yard area where I note a little hurtfully that as yet

no-one has noticed my arrival.

This soon changes and after saying hello to everyone and being hugged and

kissed by various females, some of who are friends and girlfriends of friends,

some as yet unmet, I sit down on an available bench, sip the glass of white wine

that is handed to me by Tony, look around and ask where the hell Chris is.
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"He's still at home getting showered and changed after the meals on wheels

debacle this morning," laughed Tony. "Poor bastard will be emotionally scarred

for years, after this one."

"Yeah? Really? What happened this time?" I asked.

"Oh, the usual seedy sights and smells as well as having to manhandle tin-foil

covered plates of low quality catered food up endless steps to squalid houses

with rat-infested interiors that looked as if they were last painted by Goldie. You

know, usual stuff for him."

"So why are you here so early?" I asked.

"Oh, I buggered off at around lunchtime. Told him I'd done my penance for the

day. Chris was still going strong at 2 o'clock, apparently. Jackie rang  just before

you came and says they'll be over in an hour or so."

I sighed. Chris was a Masters psychology student who had worked as a

volunteer for most of the charity agencies at one time or another or frequently

simultaneously. This year he'd convinced poor Tony, who was obviously

delirious after one of their oxygen starved 6am mountain bike rides over

Brooklyn Hill, to join him in delivering Christmas dinners to the old and infirm

citizens who were unable to struggle down to the city mission for a free feed and

a token pressie. I'd never understood why he felt driven to do these things and

had always assumed it was because they were good for the soul or even for the

far-off promise of future karmic reward or for some other lunatic reason that I'd

probably never be able to fathom.
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"You can't change the world, Sunshine," I'd told him after he'd nearly decked me

once for asking in all innocence when he was going to get a real job instead of

doing all this menial part-time social service and penitence stuff.

"Billions of years of evolution have shown that if you make the best you can of

your environment, you'll succeed, I told him,  "but if you react against it and start

living in some kind of self-imposed fantasy land, you'll end up down the

gurgler," my opinionated stance was buoyed by two bottles of wine and a pasta

dinner that I'd just cooked for him, at his place as an apology for missing his

birthday party two weeks earlier.

"These 'lost and dispossessed' creatures as you refer to them have simply missed

the evolutionary bus. You can't do anything to change that. You can temporarily

alleviate it by giving them food and comfort, or benefits and subsidized housing

and all that, but you can't change them, they will always be the way they are. The

are missing that fundamental ingredient that allows them to be functioning

human beings."

"yeah, right; and you reckon they're living in a self-imposed fantasy land?" he

said with a sneer that was probably justified but which had led to a four hour

discussion over several more bottles of wine and involved most of his flatmates

in cameo roles at one time or another and which finished at about three the next

morning where I was offered the sofa for the night as a kind of armistice gesture

and had led to our agreeing to disagree on the subject of social policy ever since.

And that may sound like a harsh assessment. we all have our views on these

things, not all of them kind or flattering. And whilst not wanting to detract for a

moment about the sincerity of their beliefs. The nicest thing about Chris and
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Tony was that they cared. they genuinely and passionately cared. I personally

found some of the objects of their concern a little questionable but I far preferred

their approach to the searing cynicism of someone like Andy. his blinkered

attitude toward the world and his sourness repelled me. it was hard work,

sometimes, being in his company, whereas I could say the reverse for Chris and

Tony. they were positive without being sickeningly so. they at least most of the

time remained anchored in objectivity.

"And how was your Christmas?" Jackie asked me. "did you get on it last night?"

I drew a deep breath, this was going to be a long and complicated explanation.

this year Christmas had been something of a trial for all concerned.

"Well, I headed out to the olds on Christmas eve as usual," I said. "After

unexpectedly getting rather pissed at the office and then being lured over the

road for several gins against my will."

"Yeah, sure," said various people, knowingly.

"Finally after a couple more brandys and drys at the railway station, I decanted

myself onto the train and went out to the Hutt, deciding on the way that I

couldn't arrive at the olds totally empty-handed, so i jump off the train as soon as

it arrives at Waterloo and gallop through the subway to the bottle store on the

other side of the road. there's literally no time until the bus arrives to wainui. this

is 8 o'clock at night on christmas eve. you know what the subway's like out there

at that time of night normally.

yeah, yeah, say various people.
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so i'm sprinting through the tunnel trampling anyone too slow to get out of my

way, and because the guy in the bottle store is so slow with the zip zap machine,

and I am too stupid to have any cash on me, I get outside the bottle store and the

bus is starting to leave.

anyway, to cut a long story short...

too late. someone interjects.

I grab a taxi from Waterloo and arrive at the olds at 9:15 rather than 6:30, pissed

as a parrot and laden down with booze and presents.

So, the usual then? says Lauren. everyone laughs.

well, yeah, it's getting to be like that, I sigh. They're probably getting used to it by

now.

typical, says andy, indicating at me with his wine glass, ask him what time it is

and he tells you how to build a wristwatch.

"What about you guys, then?" i asked.

"Well I went down to Nelson, to the parents, last year, as you know," said Andie.

"So this year I stayed here and went into town after work with the girls and got

pissed as a fart! we were going from bar to bar doing shooters, everything."

"Flopped into bed at about three this morning, didn't see her again until after

lunch." said Tony.

"Jesus Christ, talk about the flatmate police!" yelled Andie.

"Well at least I had a traditional Christmas," he said. "Freezing my arse off in my

room all night. Didn't sleep a wink and then at sparrowfart this morning there's
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some bastard banging on the door wanting to ride mountain bikes up to the

Brooklyn windmill and back. "

"So remind me again why you chose to move into The Fridge, Tony?" i asked.

"Well, Lauren wanted to move in because she needed somewhere to live after

dumping her snake boyfriend," said Tony matter of factly.

Lauren inclined her hands in a "well-what-can you do" kind of way without

trying to defend either her motives or her ex-boyfriend.

"... and because I thought that being away from the rest of the house it would be

a great place to study," he said somewhat dejectedly. "and of course the rent was

lower than for the other rooms in the house."

"well, duh!" went some of the other members of the crowd.

"little did i know that because of its less than all-day sunlit aspect, it would

colder than a polar bear's hairy ring-piece right around the year and cost me

more than what I made up in rent on electricity based on Paul's brilliant analysis

and breakdown of the power bills."

There was laughter and a brief sustained burst of applause for Paul, the house

accountant.

"Hey, I do what I can," he said modestly.

Which was what it was all about. Good friends. Good food. The sound of

popping corks. Everybody was so comfortable with everyone else even though in

most cases they'd known them only a short time. and there was a kind of

levelling out of egos and personalities. no-one was allowed to get too precious

slash pretentious. As a group it worked. For some reason these were some of my

favourite people.
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"So, what time did you start drinking at work?" asked Tony.

"Oh, about 10 in the morning." I replied. "Someone had the bright idea of

handing out the Kahlua coffees so after a few of those I decided to go up to Cuba

Mall as I remembered that I had to get Mum a present."

"How sweet", said Tony. "but it was pissing down wasn't it?"

"Correct." I said.

Of course it was. It was one of those decisions that you make whilst half-pissed

that you don't grasp the full horror and terrible wrongness of until you are too

far into it to even contemplate turning back. And somehow being the devoted

son just doesn't compensate. I was on my way back from buying some of those

craft shop whatnots that my Mother insists on receiving at Christmas, cursing

my luck, when two guys from work spotted me as I was wandering down

Lambton Quay and gave me a lift back to the office in the work van. As we

drove, I attempted to view some photos they'd just had developed which were

taken at the Social Club karaoke night last Friday as Alex, the driver, thrashed

the living bejeezus out of the van (as one does with work vehicles), screeching

around corners, massive acceleration.

And somewhere a million miles away from all of this, a hunched, pathetic figure

makes his way slowly up a wind and rain swept Molesworth Street. He looks at

the ground with a defeated look on his face and although he is wearing a variety

of clothing, piled on in many layers, much of it wet weather gear, he is soaked to

the skin. His slow shuffling gait does little to generate any body heat as a means
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of relief from the cold. Further up the footpath a newspaper photographer, fresh

from covering the seasonal bouts of political shit-slinging in the nearby

parliament buildings, takes the man's photograph for commercial rather than

sentimental reasons. he intends it to appear on the front page in a seasonal

human interest story to melt the heart and queer complacency. why don't you go

pick on royalty? thinks turtle. the story may as well appear on the cover of Time

Magazine for all the good it will do turtle. which is nothing.

 A passing yuppie in a double-breasted suit, protected by an umbrella and a long

woollen overcoat swans past and shouts "how does it feel to be famous, mate?"

over his shoulder as he overtakes. The hunched figure barely notices either of

them as he trudges slowly but surely to his destination: a small coffee shop

further up the street where he knows that he will be given a free cup of tea and

maybe even a sausage roll or savory left over from the days trading by the

benevolent owner who allows him to sit in a corner seat as long as he's quiet and

doesn't freak out the customers.

Back in the van, I leafed through the photos a second time. Unfortunately there

was no record of the scuffle that had erupted late into the night when one of the

senior managers, blind drunk by this stage, got it into his head that his recently

wedded wife was being publicly and unashamedly groped by one of the

smoother operators from Finance Division. I wasn't there by this time, of course,

but I heard that voices were raised and threats were issued, which was amazing

given that the senior manager's a fucking dwarf. he's all of five foot six and the

letch from the accounts group topped six four and was built like an B grade

fullback. nothing transpired in the end and luckily by monday it emerged that
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the manager had a complete memory blank regarding the latter half of the

evening, thus preserving the accountants career which had been on something of

a knife-edge until then.

I told they guys about this little interlude at the office social.

Paddy laughed. "Do you bastards in the private sector have any morals?"

"Er, no." i said matter-of-factly, "but we are very discreet."

"Yes, if only the photocopier could talk eh?" said Lauren.

in the middle of this, chris and jackie arrive.

did you bring them? asked tony.

sure did said chris holding up a bag of dark green vaguely turd-like tubish

objects.

paua sausages, chris explains.

we went out for a dive at makara on tuesday night.

so who made the sausages?

local butcher. all you do is gut them and give them to him and he makes the

sausages and you collect them the next day. he minces them all up and uses

onions, carrots and breadcrumbs

"Well the conversation had sort of ran out by the middle of breakfast," I

confessed. "and so the rest of the day was spent sort of mooching about, not

talking to anyone, waiting for the next excuse to have a huge meal"

"Oh, dear," said Jackie.
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"No, it wasn't like that, it wasn't heavy at all, like any resentment or anything it

was just that we realised that we had nothing left to say, so we didn't press it."

that's a shame. but at least you get on ok.

"Yeah, there's not been much in the way of intelligent conversation to be had at

the Ancestral Home since the cat died," I said, "and she was an especially

gormless cat."

i was really hungry and the parents were both pissing about in the kitchen taking

far longer to organise things than was appropriate. nana's sitting there on her

third sherry, rosy glow and all and a far off look in her eyes. i can think of even

less to say to her than the olds.

And then it emerged from the oven, this sizzling brown thing bound with string

that looked like an over-grown toilet roll or a piece of grease spattered down-

pipe or something. surrounded with roast potato and kumara which failed

miserably to camouflage its glaring inappropriateness.

i decided to go for a pre-made turkey, this year, said mum without a trace of

shame or embarrassment. I thought it would be easier than worrying if it

oh, bootiful, i thought.

dad stood at the head of the table carving solid slabs of the turkey whilst i

watched, aghast.

a plate was put in front of me and i gazed down at it in desolation.

ah, mum, what about the stuffing? i finally managed to say.

oh, that doesn't matter, you can't have everything. she said brightly.
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mum, you know that one of the best things about christmas dinner is seeing

loads of stuffing on your plate. she looked at me pleadingly. with the giblets

from the chicken in the stuffing. i said.

we were heading for a scene.

this is what's wrong with the food industry, it's run by a lot of "food technicians"

who sit around trying to design new foods that are easy to produce but have the

right "mouth-feel" without any thought to what they represent in terms of their

aesthetic monstrousness or effrontery to tradition. it's like something out of

george orwell, all fish sausages and soya bean steaks and nothing being made of

what you expect it to be made of.

you just eat your food and be thankful, said dad.

somehow that tone doesn't hold as much sway when you're twenty four as when

you are nine.

Chris' approach is somewhat different. he pours way too much accelerant on the

barbeque and almost goes as far as to marinate the garlic steaks in accelerant

before throwing them on. no imagination as to the food either. rump steak and

pork sausages. The nicest thing you could say about this is it gets a bit of heat

into the barbecue which is of use to those of us with a bit more of a grasp of how

to use the thing.

i started cooking the prawns. earlier I'd popped inside to make the garlic butter.

you can always bet on two things when you bring garlic prawns to a barbeque.

one is that someone will express surprise that the prawns are green when they

are raw. ho hum.
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the other is that the house you are at will not be equipped with a garlic crusher

or a brush with which to glaze the prawns as they cook.

the first is no problem, just grab a large chopping knife, cleaver, what-have-you

and crush the garlic with that.

but the second requires the substitution of something like a teaspoon and the

results are not the same.

i'm thinking about this when I look up and notice Chris has decided that the

prawns need turning over and is going at them with the tongs. fine.

people sat in groups talking, annette wandered up to the barbeque, stood to one

side with her arms folded holding a large glass of white wine at chest height,

pensively.

you like to cook then?

yeah, as long as it's simple and with a minimum of prep work.

what sort of food do you like? in terms of countries?

what, as in eating out or as in liking to cook?

both.

oh anything really, italian, malaysian, indian, thai, you name it.

yeah i like malaysian too, she said.

but if i'm cooking i like to cook italian, like a carbonara or a bolognaise. with

fresh tomatoes and home-grown basil.

i like japanese too. she said.

er, yeah. never really got the hang of japanese, i said. tried really hard too but i

could never get over the fact that it was all sort of little party snacks. i was

always waiting for the mains to arrive. terribly unsophisticated, i know.
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not really, she said.

but on the other hand, i love yum char. i said. but i think that's because most of

the foods more obviously cooked. or maybe it's just because the portions are

slightly bigger.

so can i assume that you like to eat a lot of food when you eat? she asked.

i looked down at my stomach and leant backwards so that it stuck out.

you have to ask? i said sarcastically.

you're not so huge, she laughed.

don't throw the prawn shells into the garden I tell chris and tony. unless you

want this place to resemble the national open-class blowfly championships

tomorrow morning. chris then starts dutifully flicking the shells over the

neighbours fence.

don't they have a pool over there? i ask craning my neck over the wall.

ah, believe so, yes. says chris disinterestedly.

And always when your defences are down, you're too pissed to think straight,

someone unsettles you by laying some revealing admission, that you're in no

state to cope with or even comprehend. Like later when we had all scattered,

some in the house others outside, Jackie tells me that she is studying social Policy

at Vic. with a view to becoming a policy analyst and that she wants to eventually

get a job at the Ministry of Education.

"Oh jesus, don't do it", i said. "it's bad enough having one of you being

pathologically intense about the social situation, both of you at it would be

unbearable."
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"You're just scared that someday I might wind up as your boss", she said.

"Where I work?" I spluttered, "You'd last about two minutes."

She leant nearer and said in a stage whisper, "You only know me socially."

This comment from her surprised and alarmed me substantially. Ye gods! What a

thought, could this woman have an evil, predatory side. I considered myself a

good enough judge of human character to be able to convince myself that she

couldn't. but what if she could? it would throw a large chunk about what I

thought i knew about human nature right out the window.

Later on some of the guys lay on the roof in the dark looking up at the stars,

drinking australian shiraz from big crystal glasses, smoking some cheap king

edward cigars that Chris had brought with him.

followed by the usual roof conversation.

you know what was on the front page of the paper this morning? Christmas

morning and down at the bottom of the page was an item about gang troubles in

karori.

karori?!?

yeah, well it was nothing serious, some 15 year old kid was robbed by a group of

kids on his way home. They stopped him on the street and demanded his

sneakers.

Well being Karori it was hardly going to be the Bloods vs. the Crips, was it?

The Country Roads vs. the Timberlands more like. said Tony under his breath.

So where did this gangland interlude happen then?

only a few streets down from me, actually. just behind the training college.
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oh my god! town end! what is the world coming to? is nothing sacred? shouted

Chris, mock-theatrically.

jesus, you karori guys are such wankers. said tony. town end. what's the

difference between karori and brooklyn? or mount vic? or thorndon? you can

have arseholes living next to you wherever you live.

lyall bay? said phil, feeling left out.

well, in karori we don't sit in our living room and watch turds float past our

letterbox. said Chris matter-of-factly.

"There was also this picture of that poor little street guy trudging up Molesworth

street in the pouring rain, i said. looking totally dejected, wearing several layers

of totally inadequate waterproof clothing. you know the old guy that you see

shuffling around town carrying a bucket with his bed-roll in it?

People were trying not to laugh.

he supposedly gets a free feed from that little sandwich place across from the

pub. And that's his Christmas. Limping slowly through Wellington streets in the

rain, ending up God knows where.

"I know where," says Chris, "the guy's nickname's Turtle, he turns up at the City

Mission all the time."

there was a brief period of silence whilst everyone thought about this.

"Yeah, but at the end of the day, who gives a fuck?" asked Andy.

"The question is: if you were in that situation would you want someone else to

give a fuck?"

"Everybody here is less than ten bad decisions away from being just like that

guy," I said.
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"You need to have suffered to value compassion," I told Andy.

"yeah and when was the last time you worked in a soup kitchen?" he asked me.

"that's not the point, " I said, "You know that I remain objective in these matters."

A few snorts of derision greeted this point.

"a pendulum hanging plumb, between the two extermes of hatred and

compassion," said andy sarcastically.

"Thank you." i said.

bloody english language. no wonder it's so hard to learn

no its not, said chris disparagingly.

"yeah ok so here’s one for you; why when we say don quixote i.e. the great work

by er thingy, whatshisname. cervantes. thank you.  (er wasn't it moliere? or dan o

bannion. ) we say kee-oh-tee. right? but when we say wasn't that rether quixotic

or i'm about to go off in my own quixotic way we say kwix-ot-ik? why the hell is

that? we should either say one or the other.

have another beer, lauren, says tony sarcastically.

"there was this guy, today, who was seventy-five and lived in this old house that

he owned. and he just lived in the bedroom the rest of the house was a mess and

he was bedridden and on the days between visits from the district nurse he had

to piss into these whisky bottles which lay around the bed and on the dresser

and every single bottle was full of piss-streaked blood."

ugh, please, do we have to know all the details? asked jackie as she bit into a beef

sausage spattered with sauce.
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"and that was his christmas day," said chris, "eating bits of turkey and half-cold

roast spuds in his bed surrounded by bottles of week-old piss."

it's a funny old world all right. says tony.

I am standing in the lounge talking to annette when Tony sprints past yelling a

war cry at the top of his voice and vanishes out the side door, followed by a high

pressure horizontal stream of water which splatters over most of the nearby wall.

Chris whizzes past firing the water cannon again as he runs, then disappears out

the door and down the path after tony. andy is in the upstairs bathroom

drenching  unsuspecting poor sods in the garden and jackie stands below having

got hold of the garden hose and is playing the jet at andy and filling the

bathroom with water. people scramble to get onto the roof out of the range of

andy who has just received a direct hit in the face from jackie. and annette and I

remain in the lounge chatting idly as tony and chris make another pass through

the kitchen and lounge. i notice that the kitchen floor is soaked with water and

make a passing comment to annette that someone is going to break their neck.

tony and chris can be heard shouting from the road. we stand totally impervious

to the skirmishes and firefights that go on around us. no-one takes it upon

themselves to turn on us and to make victims out of us either. we are

experiencing a new and fascinating phenomenon: a completely civilised way of

exhibiting totally juvenile behaviour and i comment as much to annette.

as soon as it had begun it was over. chris, tony, andy, paul and jackie were

completely drenched from head to toe along with just about every surface in the

downstairs of the house. water dripped from the walls and windows. lauren,
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annette and myself were totally unscathed. we thought that this would be a good

time to call it a night.

We decided that I shouldn't hold it against my parents for wanting to serve up a

turkey roll instead of the real thing. the girls all said that at least the emotions not

to mention the spuds and kumara were real. and the wine wasn't fake.

But the real bastard of Christmas, we all decided was The yuppie who wandered

up to "Turtle" and asked him how it felt to be famous. there is a private corner of

hell reserved for that guy, we all agreed, where you're on the other side of town

from the office, it's pissing  with rain, there are no taxis and your cellphone

battery is flat.

On the other side of town, turtle smiled to himself as he lay in a grove of pine

trees in the Botanic Gardens near the fenced cricket oval. He wrapped the

woollen blanket tighter around his shoulders. Earlier in the night as he huddled

with others around a forty gallon drum in which a fairly active fire was alight,

he’d had a few gulps of bourbon from a bottle that was handed around and had

a laugh with some of the other regulars. Then the City Mission van turned up

and blankets and a hot meal were handed out. All in all it had been not a bad

night. Turtle liked Christmas. He drifted off to sleep. Mama was rich and Daddy

was good looking.

The next morning as I wandered about the house, tidying up and sipping

berocca from a pint glass, thought about the events of the previous night, i
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grabbed one of a pile of unused christmas cards and addressing it to my friends

in the flat at McDonald Cresent, I wrote inside:

The Essence of Christmas cannot be described in one word.

The Essence of Christmas cannot be pinned down to one thing.

The Essence of Christmas is sitting down to eat a real turkey with real stuffing

and real giblets.

The Essence of Christmas is being with people you care about.

The Essence of Christmas is catching up with friends that you haven't seen for six

months.

The Essence of Christmas is lying on a tin roof with a glass of wine, a cigar and a

contentious conversation topic.

The Essence of Christmas is performing deeds of kindness for people you don't

even know.

The Essence of Christmas is a pump action water rifle fight at one in the morning

where the only people who get wet are the people who deserve to get wet.

I signed it and underneath it wrote,

Selah and Amen.


